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Getting control
BuMing a life.
Unless you have the proverbial
memory ofan elephant, you simply
cannot remember everything you need to do
during a busy semester- much less lay out
a coherent life plan.
Your planner helps you not only to survive,
but to thrive in your learning environment.
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9 Last Day For Late Registration







22 Last Day For Withdrawal From Classes
22-27 Junior Pre-registration
28-November 4 Sophomore Pre-regtstration
NOVEMBER
1 Feast of All Saints
2 All Souls Day
5-10 Freshman Pre-registration
25-27 Thanksgiving Holiday
29 First Sunday of Advent
DECEMBER
8 Feast of Mary's Immaculate Conception
11 Classes End














Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday
Classes Begin





Last Day For Filing Pass/ Fail Option
Ash Wednesday




































The Feast of the Lord's Ascension
Baccalaureate Liturgy
The Feast of the Pentecost
Commencement
On Campus Phone Numbers
Absences From C\ass or Exams See your Instructor
Academic Advising See your Department Chair
Academic Affairs 1015
Academic Discovery Program 1084
Academic Support Services for Student Athletes 1521
Adding Courses - Registrar's Office 1020
Admissions Office 1500
Alcohol & Other Drug Program 1355





Library-Research A Video Borrowing 1295
Equipment Distribution 1220
Backstage Programming Activities Committee, BackPAC 1371
Barber Shop 1229







Change of Name or Address - Registrar's Office 1020
Collegian 1398
Commuter Student Services 1371
Continuing Studies Program 1234
Co-op Education 1615
Counseling Center 1355
Dean of Students 1017
Development 1540
Disabled Student Concerns 1014
Disciplinary/Judicial Matters 1374










International Student Services 1948
Intramurals 1545
Jobs
On-Campus (Work Study or Budget) 1070
Off-Campus (Professional, Part-time or Summer) 1075














Resident Life Mailroom 1550
Multicultural Affairs 1948
Off-Campus Programs 1234






Lounges (Residence Halls) 1550
Security & Safety 1310
Snow Number - WKYW 1060 AM
Day Division #105/Evening Division #2105
Weather Emergency Info. &. Urgent Messages Hotline 1910
Student Affairs 1017
Student Organization Information 1371
Summer Sessions 1240
Transcripts - Registrar's Office 1020




Work Study Program See Financial Aid
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
ORGANIZATION CAMPUS BOX #
A/ASIA 697
Accounting Association 671
African-American Students League 723
Aids Alive 400
Alpha Chi Rho 696
Alpha Delta Mu (Social Work) 844
Alpha Epsilon Delta (Pre-med) 672
Alpha Iota (Criminal Justice) 739
Alpha Sigma Tau 628
Alpha Theta Alpha 686
Amnesty International 726
Association for Computing Machinery 680
Backstage Programming Activities Committee - BackPAC 835
Beta Alpha (Accounting) 675
Business Honor Society 366
Cancer Awareness Reaching Everyone (CARE) 681





Committee for the Homeless 400
Computer Science and Math Club 695
Council for Exceptional Children 711
Criminal Justice Association 739
Cross Cultural Association 406
Data Processing Management Association 366
Delta Phi Epsilon 655
Explorer (Yearbook) 685
Explorers for Life 730
French Club 236
FOCUS. 400
G.A.E.L.5. (Irish Culture Society) 621
Gamma Iota Sigma (Risk Management) 684
Gamma Phi Beta 654





Grimoire (Literary Magazine) 709
Health Care Administration Society 661
Hellenic Society 644
Historical Society 204
Ice Hockey Club 647
Institute of Management Accountants 671
Interfraternity <J Sorority Club (I.F.S.C.) 679
Investment Club 734
Italian Club 693
Jazz & Pep Band 688
Jewish Campus Alliance 722
ORGANIZATION
Karate Club
Lambda Iota Tau (English)
La Salic Organization for Caring Kids
La Salle Singers




Museum Associates (Art Museum)
Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics)
Organization of Latin American Students (OLAS)








Psi Chi (Psychology Honors)
Psychology Club
Ranger/Adventure Club








St. Thomas More Law Society
Student Economic Association
Students' Government Association (SGA)
Student Nurses Organization
Student Political Association




















































The Connelly Library's collection includes over 350,000 volumes,
1,700 current periodical subscriptions, and over 3,000 audio-
visual titles (video tape and discs, audio tapes, and records).
Author, title, subject, and keyword access to this collection is
available through the Connelly Explorer, the library's
computerized catalog. Terminals to the catalog car\ be accessed
24 hours a day from outside the library using a personal
computer, modem, and communications software.
Many of the library's periodical indexes are also available on
computers in the library. Individual study carrels, tables seating
four, and group study rooms are located throughout the library.
An informal study room with vending machines and telephones is
located on the ground level. Smoking is NOT permitted
anywhere in the library building.
Reference librarians located at the Information Desk on the
first floor are available for help with assignments and
consultation on how to use the library's resources.
Students with valid identification cards with bar codes affixed
are eligible to borrow books. Identification cards are required
to enter the building after 4:00 p.m. and to check out materials.
Library hours vary during breaks, exam periods, and during the
summer. Students should call the library to verify hours.
Regular semester hours are-
Monday-Thursday 8:00 a.m. -12:00 a.m.
Friday 8:00 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m. -12:00 a.m.
Telephone: 951.1292
Campus Ministry
Campus Ministry at La Salle is people, a place, programs, and, most
importantly, a presence within the community. It is rooted in the
University's Catholic heritage and its commitment to a broad range of
human and Christian values.
Campus Ministry can provide experiences that expand horizons, invite
exploration, and engender growth for which all strive as persons of
integrity.
Campus Ministry seeks to minister, and enable others to minister, to
those on campus and beyond. Campus Ministry holds a basic belief that
ministry is an expression of God with us, in us, and through us - we seek
to live that kind of life and invite others to do the same.
Campus Ministry encourages involvement in all appropriate liturgical
ministries, celebrations of the Eucharist, and other Sacraments including
Reconciliation, retreats, Bible study, discussion groups, prayer groups,
and other similar programs. We also encourage membership in
organizations such as Amnesty International, the National Catholic
Student Coalition, the National Catholic Social Justice Lobby, the
Jewish Campus Alliance; and we strongly encourage members of the
community to participate in the many outreach programs sponsored by
the Center for Community Learning. Campus Ministry is also home to the
La Salle University's Project on Justice and Society.
Mass will be held at the De La Salle Chapel:
Sunday - 6:30 p.m.
Daily (except Tuesday) - 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday - 4:30 p.m.
For more information contact:
Brother Charles Echelmeier, F.S.C., Director of Campus
Ministry
Sister Margaret Kelly, R.S.M.
Father David Bebee
First Floor, College Hall
Telephone: 951.1048
Security
The Department of Security and Safety is staffed twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week providing security services, parking registration,
shuttle bus/escort services and help with disabled vehicles. Students
may purchase parking permits at the Department of Security and
Safety. The Director and his staff are available for any University-
related problems concerning safety or security and will render advice
and assistance where possible.




Investigations and Safety Supervisor: 951.1310
Director: 951.1310
Shuttle Bus A Escort Service
The Department of Security and Safety provides shuttle bus, vehicle
and walking escorts services throughout the campus. Escort service is
provided around the clock throughout the year.
The La Salle shuttle service is provided during the Fall and Spring
semesters. Times of operations are Sunday - Thursday 7:29 a.m. - 2:00
a.m., Friday and Saturday 7:29 a.m. - 3:00 a.m. Any deviation in
schedules shall be announced via La Salle University media by the
Director of Security and Safety. The departure and pick-up locations
are listed below, along with the designated minutes on the hour.
Shuttle Bus Service Schedule
Lower Level (Wister stairs)
North Halls/Blue & Gold Dining
La Salle Apartments (rear door)
Good Shepherd Lot
St. Teresa Court Apartments
Hayman Center/main parking lot
19
th
Street gate (Olney Ave.)
Broad A Olney Aves. (s.w. corner)
Communications Center (by security booth)
St. Neumann Residence Halls (South Campus)













The Commuter Lounge (Williamson Lounge) is located on the first floor
of the Union. The lounge is open from 7:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. each
weekday and offers a TV, pool table and study space.
The Commuter Lounge is the location of periodic special events for
commuters, including pizza lunches and morning coffee breaks. In
addition, lockers are located at the rear of the lounge (contact the
Student Life Office for rental policies). If you have time between
classes and need a place to go, don't hesitate to stop in!
Getting to Campus A Back Home Again
Form a carpool ^ v^
Add your name to the carpool bulletin board in the lounge or write down
the names and phone numbers of others interested in carpooling in your
area
Use SEPTA
SEPTA Passes and bus schedules are available in the Commuter Lounge.
For specific route information, contact SEPTA at 215.580.7800.
Financial Aid
The Financial Aid Office provides information concerning the various
sources of assistance (i.e., grants, loans, and employment) available to La
Salle students. In addition, the office provides counseling services on
completing yearly applications as well as special financial circumstances.
For more information contact:
The Financial Aid Office




The Blue <& Sold Dining Commons
Breakfast Lunch
Monday-Friday 7:30-10:45
BdtG Dining Commons accepts "meals.
Dinner
10:45-2:30 4:30-7:15






:30 a.m. - 8
:30 a.m. - 4




10:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Food Court accepts "special food account, " Gold Card or cash.
Intermissions
Monday-Thursday 11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday 8:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
Friday and Saturday 8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Intermission accepts "special food account, " Gold Card or cash.
Life's Perks coffee bar in Backstage
Monday-Thursday 2:30 p.m. -6:00 p.m.
Wednesday-Saturday 8:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.







12:00 p.m. -10:00 p.m.
Food Services Office
La Salle Union - Lower Level


























Tennis Courts Daily 7:30 a.m.
-
- 9:30 p.m.




















8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
12:45 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.




Monday - Thursday 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Friday 8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.





>_/V H I V E K S I T Y
1 College Hall
2 Christian Brothers Residence
3 Connelly Library
4 Administration Ccnicr
5 Roland Holroyd Science Center
6 01ncy Hall
7 La Salle Union
8 McCarthy Stadium
9 McCarthy Stadium West






14 Urban Studies & Community Services l enter
I 5 St Hilary Hall
lb Si Jerome Hall




19 St George Hall
20 Si Bernard Hall
21 Si Denis Hall




38 Art Museum Annex
39 Japanese Tea Ceremony House
23 Blue & Gold Dining Commons 40 Physical Plan:
24 La Salle Apartments
25 Good Shepherd
26 Intrranuiral Athletic Fields
27 St Teresa Court Apartments
2S Hayman Center
29 Si Edward Hall
30 St Francis Hall
31 St. Miguel Court
32 Building Blocks Child Development Ccnicr
33 Fine Arts & Print Studio
14 Peak House
41 Si John Neumann
42 James J Bums Fitness Center
43 Christian Brothers Residence
44 Communication Ccnicr
4^ Resident Lilc Office
4h Housing Utility Building
Agenda Provided to you by the
Student Life Office
La Salle believes that out-of -class activities are an
important part of the learning process at an
institution of higher education. We use the term
student activities to describe the entire out-of -class
program sponsored by La Salle through various
departments and student organizations. The primary
goal of the Student Life Office is to Increase a
student's personal, intellectual, social, and cultural
development through involvement in activities.
The Student Life Office can provide information on
joining organizations. Additionally, most student
organizations do in-person recruiting of new
members at the start of the academic year. The
campus newspaper, radio station, in-house TV
monitors, signs, and posters normally announce the
individual recruiting periods.



















IT'S ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA TO START AT THE BEGINNING. THERE
ARE MANY THINGS YOU CAN DO WITH YOUR LIFE. BUT WHAT'S
IMPORTANT? WHAT IS VALUABLE TO YOU, PERSONALLY?
examples: family, friends, finding an enjoyable career, good grades,
independence, making a contribution . .
.
SET YOUR goal
OK. YOU KNOW WHAT'S IMPORTANT. NOW TAKE OUT A PEN. SET
SOME GOALS. CHECK OUT THE NEXT THREE PAGES. YOU CAN SET
GOALS RIGHT IN THIS AGENDA.
examples: / will secure my summerjob by February.
I will narrow my career choices to three by March.
CHART YOUR A
STILL WITH ME? GOOD. NOW GET TO WORK. EVERY WEEK, TAKE A
LOOK AT YOUR GOALS. THEN ASK YOURSELF: WHAT CAN I DO THIS
WEEK TO BRING THAT GOAL ONE STEP CLOSER TO REALITY?
examples: This week, I'll check the employment section,
check the 'want-ads', send out resume.
PLAN YOUR
THE DAY IS WHERE IT ALL HAPPENS. EITHER YOU DO THE THINGS YOU
NEED AND WANT TO DO OR YOU DON'T. NOTHING STARTS WITHOUT
ACTION! FOR MORE INFO ABOUT PLANNING YOUR DAY AND GETTING
THE MOST IMPORTANT TASKS DONE, SEE PAGES 6-9.















IT'S IMPORTANT TO TAKE A FEW MINUTES TO THINK. WHAT DOES
YOUR FUTURE HOLD? WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE IN FIVE
YEARS? WHAT KIND OF LIFE DO YOU EXPECT TO LIVE? TO START,
ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS:
NOTE: IF PRIVACY IS A CONCERN, PLEASE DO THIS ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER.
WHAT ARE SOME OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT
THINGS IN LIFE FOR YOU?
•
NAME THREE OF YOUR
DREAMS.
•
WHAT JOBS OR CAREERS
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN?
•
IMAGINE YOURSELF
5 YEARS FROM NOW.
WHERE ARE YOU?
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
WHERE ARE YOU GOING?




LIKE A HAMMER OR
A SAW, THEY HELP YOU DO THE
THINGS YOU WANT TO
DO. GOALS FOCUS
YOUR EFFORTS. THEY
TAKE DREAMS FROM THE AIR,
AND PLANT THEM ON THE
GROUND. MAKE YOUR DREAMS
COME TRUE. SET A GOAL.







Specific goals state exactly
what you're aiming at. They're
not vague or confusing.
Measurable goals state what
you want and when you
want it.
Action-oriented goals spell out
exactly HOW you will achieve
the goal. What will you do?
Realistic goals are possible.
They may be hard, but they are
not aimless dreams.
Timely goals give you enough
time to achieve them, but not
too much!
EXAMPLE:
My goal is to read
'The 7 Habits ofHighly
Effective People" by
Stephen R. Covey.
I will have read the
book two months from
now.
I am buying the book
today, and each week-
end I'll set aside two
hours for reading it.
My goal - and the
subsequent enrich-
ment - is within reach.
I will achieve my goal
in two months.
© GOALS
Other goals might relate to: increasing G.P.A.;
getting more exercise; being more involved on campus, .
.
Put it into gear
ACADEMIC GOALS
GOOD GRADES CAN HELP LAY A SOLID FOUNDATION
FOR YOUR FUTURE . . . YOUR CAREER . . . YOUR LIFE!
T} What course is this record for?
2) Set a course goal
3) Record instructor's name (or T.A.'s)
4) Enter the date
5J What kind of project is it?
[5J
What grade are you aiming for?
jj Record the result!
NOTE: When you set a course goal, think
about howyou will achieve it. What will it
take foryou to reach your goal? Write down
your plan! See example below.
GETTING GOOD GRADES ISN'T JUST A MATTER OF DOING set your course goals, PP.is-2i.


















ALSO: You may want to use the third column
to keep track ofyour average, or cumulative
grade. That's up to you!
PERSONAL GOALS
WE ALL HAVE A DESIRE TO IMPROVE. YOU MAY
WANT TO BE MORE PHYSICALLY FIT. OR MAYBE
YOU WANT TO MAKE SOME NEW FRIENDS . .
.
MONTHLY GOALS/LONG-RANGE PLANNING
WHATEVER IT IS, SETTING GOALS CAN HELP YOU
ACHIEVE IT.
PeManal Qoai: 9*npMiie. pAeienlaikuiA. and public ipeaMmj, ktf 2 monttuL
^to*n today. Vo do tkii, 9 null:
u&Ludeen. to psiedenl to claM-
pAaclice. pAeAeniutcj, in p/uuaie / maidpm w&&k
r
0nce a week, review your goals. What can you do this week to achieve them?
PRIORITIES/GOALS.
[/out CanupuA ^oaAimaite/i, QUJs-.
Read 7 Jlabiti ckaateA- 3.
_
• Use the monthly pages to set personal goals and • Share your goals with a friend. Each of you can
write out your plan (action-oriented, right?) motivate the other to achieve!
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MANAGING
your TIME
TIME IS YOUR MOST VALUABLE POSSESSION









IF YOU DON'T MAKE A RECORD, YOU WON'T KNOW
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO. WHY? OUR MEMORY FILLS
UP. WE FORGET. IT SLIPS OUR MIND. SO WRITE IT








• Use monthly calendars for scheduled events, such as doctor's
appointments, test dates, meetings, and social events.
Each week, transfer relevant items
to your weekly calendar.
EXAMPLE
Jltitorty: nd. McAlLit&i, ck.4
1 NO^
(duefi&o.. 5)
QngliAJi: liudq, PiGf. jbicJzion'd. Uandiud
(dueftov.JOl_
WEEKLY CALENDARS
• Record all tasks on the date they're assigned (make a note
of the due date!).
• Record all tests and assignments on the date assigned, and
on the date due.
• Plan in personal events so you know your whole schedule.
QUICK TIPS:
• Record complete information so you
know exactly what to do.
• Use abbreviations to keep it short.
© TIME Step on the gas
PRIORITIZE
IMAGINE: YOU'RE STUDYING FOR A BIG TEST. IT'S
IMPORTANT. THEN THE PHONE RINGS. THAT'S
URGENT. WHEN YOU ANSWER IT, YOU FIND OUT THE
CALL ISN'T IMPORTANT, BUT YOU CHAT FOR AN
HOUR.
Now what? You don't have enough time to prepare
properly for the test, so you won't do as well as you
wanted to. What was urgent overruled a more
important matter.
Check out the graphic below. The phone call fits
into quadrant III. The test fits into
quadrant I.





In which quadrant would you fit the following
events? Feel free to add some other examples
yourself.
PARTY TONIGHT












































Too much TV , •
Excessive web
surfing *_
Repair old alarm clock •
First Things First™:
Spend time on important things before they become urgent (Quad II).
Don't be ruled by urgency. Never avoid important work because of merely urgent tasks.
Do important things early. Waiting until they're urgent just increases your stress level.
After classes, review what work needs to be completed.
Number your tasks (1,2, 3) in order of importance. Complete them in that order.
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SCHEDULE
OK. YOU'VE WRITTEN THE ASSIGNMENTS DOWN.
YOU KNOW THEIR IMPORTANCE. NOW WHAT?
RIGHT AFTER CLASSES, ESTIMATE HOW LONG IT
WILL TAKE TO COMPLETE EACH TASK. THEN PLAN
WHEN YOU WILL DO IT. THIS WAY, YOU'LL ALWAYS
KNOW WHEN YOU HAVE WORK, AND WHEN YOU




Jlittwuf: id. McAlLde^, ckA
*\ „«**
'&a. 5) da- it Unite. 7- 7:30
Meet uutk htit&uf, dtudbf cyump-
C^nqiiiA: dtwobf Pnx^. ^bickd<m-i handout 5
(duetto*. fOJ Satundcup 9-12:00











Set up a study schedule for yourself. It's much
easier to motivate yourself to study and do your
work when it's a habit.
Pick a time that works for you. Some prefer to do
their assignments in the time available between
classes. Others choose to do their work in the
evenings. Choose what works for you.
When you have no assigned tasks, work ahead or
prepare for upcoming essays, projects, and tests.
Spend more time on courses that require
improvement.
See opposite page for tips on scheduling long-
term projects.
Make The Agenda Your Own:
Write down events that you need to remind
yourself of, like social events, trips, team games
and practices, club meetings, and so on.
Include family-related activities.
Check ahead in your agenda for upcoming events.
That way you avoid "double-booking" two things
at once.
Plan for fitness and Healthy Living each
month/week/day, right in your agenda.
EXAMPLE
© TIME • Step on the gas
DO IT!
Avoid Procrastination:
Just start! Once you get going, it's much easier to
continue.
Reward yourself with a break for working on a
project.
Work with others. Encourage them, and let
them encourage you.
Think about your goals. Where do your
projects fit in?




Check off all finished tasks.
Transfer unfinished tasks to a future date.
Mark them with an arrow . . . now kick back and relax.
LONG-TERM PLANNING
BIG PROJECTS, MID-TERMS, EXAMS, AND ESSAYS
CAN SEEM THREATENING. THEY'RE LARGE,
DIFFICULT, AND THEY TAKE A LOT OF WORK. MAKE
IT EASIER ON YOURSELF BY BREAKING THEM UP
EXAMPLE
INTO SMALLER, EASIER STEPS. THEN JUST DO EACH
STEP ONE AT A TIME. PRETTY SOON, YOU'LL HAVE
FINISHED THE WHOLE PROJECT.
EXAM
MONTHLY GOALS/LONG-RANGE PLANNING .
%&CJ<H0<flf, &XOM ApA. 30
(jet Ifuli detaili ApA. f4
ESSAY
WMen^mce. Quay ApA. 2/
itu&yimit 1 ApA. 20
lead the, play, ApA. f-3
nedeoAck
dtudy. unit2 ApA. 23
ApA. S
iiucLf, witty ^la^ka Apn.. 21
- d&ueJap outline ApA. /3
- wAite fdtckaji ApA. Z5-/7
Find out exactly what is expected of you.
Collect research materials (find out where you can
get the information you need).
Do the research.
Whenever you take notes, immediately write
down all the source information you'll need for
your bibliography.
Organize the writing of your project into
smaller units and plan when you'll do each.
Ask for initial feedback from your instructor/t.a.
to check whether you're on track.







Concentrate on your instructor/t.a.
Tune out noise/talking.
Listen for the main ideas.
Use the 5 W's and 1 H to focus your ears:
What? Why? Where? When? Who? How?
Be alert for the speaker's feelings and style.
• Do not write everything.
• Write down important ideas and
supporting facts.
• Use your own words, not your instructor's.
• Learn different note-taking methods.
• mapping •outlining
• Keep notes organized by dating and
numbering pages.
• Keep all notes for a class in one place.
Rule ofThumb:
Listen 80% and write 20% of the time.
t
Remembering
Quickly review what you're learn-
ing in each class daily and weekly.
Summarize important chapters,
lectures, or discussions. Just doing
this will help you remember.
Apply what you're learning as soon
as possible.
3S»
• Study with friends if you can stay
on topic. Ask questions, and answer
their questions.
• Learn memory aid techniques to
trigger recall.
Rule ofThumb:
Short, repeated study periods work
better than one long cram session.
w
Workplace
Work in the same place as much as possible.
Keep your workplace clean and uncluttered.
Make sure you have good lighting to avoid tired
eyes and drowsiness.
Use a firm, straight chair.
Don't do your work in front of the TV!
Quiet music may help, or it may just distract you.
Choose what's best and stick to it.
10 STUDY STRATEGIES
TEST-TAKING SKILLS
• Find out what kind of test you're getting (multiple
choice, essay-type).
• Avoid cramming.
• Set up a study schedule so you review everything
well before the test. Use your agenda to keep track.
• Write out likely questions and answer them.
• Get enough rest the night before.
• Wear comfortable clothing.
• Take all the necessary tools: pens, pencils, calculator,
hi-lighter, etc.
Rule ofThumb:
When you're well prepared, you experience less stress.
Don't start writing as soon as you get the test.
First, skim the exam to make sure you have it all.
Then read the instructions.
Hi-light key words like discuss, compare, list..
.
Quickly estimate how much time you have to
answer questions.
Go!
Answer easier questions first to boost your
confidence.
Read questions several times to be sure you
understand exactly what is being asked.
Never rush through questions in a panic.
Be calm and pace yourself.
Try to leave some time before
the test is over to review and
correct errors.
If you run out of time on a
certain question, leave some
room and return to it later.
Multiple choice
Don't guess unless there is no
penalty for wrong answers.
Before looking at the possible
answers, try to form the
answer in your mind.
Don't change an answer
that comes to mind first unless
you're absolutely sure it's
wrong.
Essay questions
Always write answers in paragraph form
unless a list is specifically asked for.
Write essay questions this way:
1
)
Make a rough outline.
2) Begin with a topic sentence that in-
cludes the key words ofthe question.
3) Support your position with specific
examples and detailed information.
4) Conclude by very briefly summing up
your answer.
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PROJECT PLANNING
PROJECT
CLASS DUE DATE COMPLETION DATE
REQUIREMENTS/
DESCRIPTION
INFORMATION NEEDED FOR PROJECT LOCATION/SOURCES





CLASS DUE DATE COMPLETION DATE
REQUIREMENTS/
DESCRIPTION
INFORMATION NEEDED FOR PROJECT LOCATION/SOURCES
INTERMEDIATE STEPS COMPLETION DATE
NOTES
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PROJECT PLANNING
PROJECT
CLASS DUE DATE COMPLETION DATE
REQUIREMENTS/
DESCRIPTION
INFORMATION NEEDED FOR PROJECT LOCATION/SOURCES





CLASS DUE DATE COMPLETION DATE
REQUIREMENTS/
DESCRIPTION
INFORMATION NEEDED FOR PROJECT LOCATION/SOURCES
INTERMEDIATE STEPS COMPLETION DATE
NOTES




DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL/AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE





DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL/AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED





DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
DATE PROJECT/TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL /AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED




DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
A C H 1 E V E M E N T
G O A L S E T T 1 N G
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL /AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED





PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL /AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
hat i PROJECT/TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
COURSE GOAL
INSTRUCTOR/TA
DATE PROJECT/ TEST/ ASSIGNMENT GOAL / AVG GRADE
FINAL GRADE CREDITS EARNED
O FranklinCovey, PERSONAL PLANNING & STUDY RESOURCE GUIDE (21;
FUTURE
Most colleges and universities offer class schedules
one year in advance. Obtain a copy of this schedule
and list all the classes you might take in the left-
hand column. Plan a tentative schedule in the
PLANNING
CLASS SCHEDULE
center column. The right-hand column is used to
record your actual schedule. As you complete the
classes, record the date completed and the grade
received on your Graduation Requirements Form.
SEMESTER QUARTER




POSSIBLE CLASSES TENTATIVE SCHEDULE ACTUAL SCHEDULE
SEMESTER HI QUARTER
POSSIBLE CLASSES TENTATIVE SCHEDULE ACTUAL SCHEDULE
<> FranklinCovey. PERSONAL PLANNING & STUDY RESOURCE GUIDE 23
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS DATE/GRADE UPPER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS DATE/GRADE
PREREQUISITES FOR MAJOR DATE/GRADE PREREQUISITES FOR MINOR DATE/GRADE
REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJOR DATE/GRADE REQUIREMENTS FOR MINOR DATE/GRADE
ELECTIVES FOR MAJOR DATE/GRADE ELECTIVES FOR MINOR DATE/GRADE
24 GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
VFINANCIAL AIDTRACKING AND MAINTAINING
FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION
NAME OF FINANCIAL AID
TYPE OF FINANCIAL AID
SOUK) I
AMOUNT
HIOUIKI MINIS TO MAINTAIN
PAYBACK REQUIREMENTS (IF ANY)
NAME OF FINANCIAL AID





NAME OF FINANCIAL AID









p/cicai+eef*frianninW*W 07iinA a/taut f/
jfoui* cofnmunittff
YOUR COMMUNITY IS ONE OF YOUR
BEST RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON
CAREERS, COLLEGE, FINANCES, ETC. SEE
YOUR ACADEMIC ADVISOR OR COUNSELOR.
CHECK OUT THE LIBRARY. SEE THE CLOSEST
EMPLOYMENT CENTER. GET INFORMED!
SUCCESS DOESNT HAPPEN BY ITSELF. MAKE
A PLAN! CHART YOUR COURSE! THE SOONER
YOU START, THE SOONER YOU WILL BEGIN TO
ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS. THIS GUIDE WILL HELP
YOU EXPLORE YOUR CAREER POSSIBILITIES
AND GIVE YOU SOME TIPS ON REACHING YOUR







• What interests and skills have you
developed?
• What do you like best: working with
people, things, or ideas?







• Read about them in trade journals,
magazines.
• Check them out firsthand by volunteering
or working part-time.
• Get to know what they are all about
through talking to people in a specific
field, observing them at work, or visiting
professional meetings. Network.
• Find out about internships, summer
jobs, and other options.
Note: don't base important decisions on
only one experience. Give everything a






• What qualifications are required?
• Is there room for personal and
professional growth?
• Are there jobs open now?
• What's the projected growth?
• What are the working conditions?
The more knowledge you have about a







• Create a resume and cover letter.
• Contact people for references.
• Investigate companies that interest you
(check the library).
Being prepared will boostyour confidence






• Prepare a great
resume.
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COMPONENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE RESUME
IDENTIFICATION Full name, mailing
address, telephone number.
1 OBJECTIVE Describe the kind ofjob
you are looking for; be specific.
? EDUCATION School name, (expected)
graduation date, GPA; special recognition
for projects or awards received.
I EXPERIENCE Describe jobs by
listing name of company, job title,
dates employed and duties performed.
Sometimes it is preferable to group
jobs by category (such as food
preparation).
SKILLS List basic skills and abilities
as well as any special skills you may
have (more suitable when you don't
have much experience).
U ORGANIZATIONS Memberships
and offices held in clubs show your
ability to assume responsibility and
work with other people.
Q PERSONAL INTERESTS List any
hobbies and personal interests to
help give a more rounded picture
of yourself as well as providing
conversation topics during the
interview.
D REFERENCES State that references
are available upon request or list three
or four responsible adults and their
phone numbers who would be glad to
recommend you (make sure you get
their permission first).
O FranklinCovey, PERSONAL P L A NNING & STUDY RESOURCE GUIDE v
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How To Complete an
Application Form:
FACT: 75% of the applications most
companies receive are messy, incomplete,
completed incorrectly, or all three of these.
Read carefully and follow directions.
;
fe Use a black ink ballpoint pen (unless
indicated otherwise).
Do a rough copy first and correct errors
before completing the actual copy.
Answer all questions: if a question
does not apply to you, write 'n/a' (not
applicable) or write 'will explain during
interview!
* Be positive; do not volunteer negative
experiences.
'p Be honest.
How To Conduct Yourself
in the Job Interview:
Introduce yourself and be prepared to
shake hands (do it firmly).
Be well groomed, neat and clean, but
don't be overdressed for the occasion.
P Listen carefully to the interviewer and
answer all questions fully and honestly.
Show your energy and enthusiasm for
the job, but don't overdo it.
Never be late for an interview. If there's
some emergency situation that arises,
contact the employer to explain.
s Take some deep breaths before the
interview and relax yourself, physically
as well as mentally. This will make you
more alert during the interview.
Above all, keep apositive attitude
andbeprepared to try again!
28 If I plan to work I must work to plan
CAREER
preparation GUIDE
TO BE SUCCESSFUL YOU WILL NEED
MANY SKILLS IN THE WORLD OF WORK.
HERE ARE A FEW THAT EMPLOYERS
CONSISTENTLY SAY ARE CAPABILITIES
THEY SEEK IN APPLICANTS.
Communication Skills
Listen to understand others' meaning
and perspective.
Speak dearly and communicate your ideas
with confidence.
Read to gather information quickly
and efficiently.
Write clearly and effectively, keeping
in mind order and structure.
Thinking Skills
Think critically and evaluate situations, choices,
and solutions.
Use logic effectively in planning and problem-solving.
Know the principles of mathematics and apply them to
business purposes.
Understand and use technology, computers, and
information systems.
Seek out and apply knowledge: research information
from diverse sources.
Personal Qualities
Be honest, have a degree of high personal integrity and
responsibility.
Have a positive attitude, along with confidence and self-esteem.
Be hard-working, persistent, and determined.
Show initiative and energy.
Demonstrate track record of setting and meeting goals.
Possess the ability to manage time and resources efficiently.
Understand how to set priorities and plan accordingly.
Demonstrate accountability.
Adapt to change . . . commit to life-long learning.
s Respect diversity and difference.
I Be creative: seek new and innovative solutions.
Interpersonal/
Teamwork Skills
I Respect others' ideas and positions.
: Show ability to work cooperatively with team members.
Understand and commit to corporate goals.
• Seek to develop and improve teamwork.






















































Costa Rita San Jose
•' Cuba Havana
Dominica Roseau
Dominican Rep. Santo Domingo









St. Kitts & Nevis Basseterre
St. lucia Castries
St. Vincent & the Grenadines
Kingstown




































































MAP ©1 996 PREMIER AGENDAS
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EUROPE
Albania Tirana Lithuania Vilnius
Andorra Andorra Liiemboarg Luxembourg
'jflB la Velio






































Vatican City Vatican City
Yugoslavia Belgrade
AFRICA
Algeria Algiers Ethiopia Addis Ababa
Angola Luanda Gabon Libreville
Benin Porto-Novo Gambia Banjul
Botswana Gaborone Ghana Accra
09mh.












































































BC British Columbia Victoria
MB Manitoba Winnipeg
NB New Brunswick Fredericton
NF Newfoundland St John's
NT Northwest Terrttories..Yellowknife
NS Nova Scotia Halifax
ON Ontario Toronto
PEI Prince Edward Island ..Chartottetown
















































IA Iowa Des Moines
KS Kansas Topeka
KY Kentucky Frankfort

















MO Missouri Jefferson City
MT Montana Helena
NE Nebraska Lincoln
NV Nevada Carson City
NH New Hampshire. ..Concord
NJ New Jersey Trenton
NM New Mexico Santa Fe
NY New York Albany
NC North Carolina Raleigh
ND North Dakota Bismarck
OH Ohio Columbus










23 San Luis Potosi ..San Luis Potosi
PA Pennsylvania Harrisburg
Rl Rhode Island Providence
SC South Carolina Columbia
SO South Dakota Pierre
TN Tennessee Nashville
TX Texas Austin




















2 Baja California Norte Meodcali
3 Baja California Sur ..La Paz
4 Campeche Campeche











Which courses do you need to pass? ... to graduate?
Fill in your courses, (estimated) completion dates, and grades,
or use it to plan your future course selections.K '
TOTALS
COURSES COMPLETION DATES GRADES/MARK
Are you planning to take the ACT or SAT tests? . . . Other tests maybe? Be
informed and keep track! Use the left column to fill in test dates that may be important to you.
ESM register LATE REG.
Oct. 24 Sep. 21 Oct. 2
Dec. 12 Nov. & Nov. 20
Feb. 6 Jan. 4 Jan. 15
Apr. 10 Mar. 6 Mar. 19
June 12 May 10 May 21
BffiH AGISTER LATE REG.
Oct. 10 Sep. 15 Sep. 19
Nov. 7 Oct. 2 Oct. 14
Dec. 5 Oct. 30 Nov. 11
Jan. 23 Dec. 1© Dec. 30
May 1 Mar. 26 Apr. 7
June 5 Apr. 29 May 14
W$M AGISTER LATE REG.
' VERIFY: www.act.org ERIFY: www.collegeboard.org
COLLEGES / PREP SCHOOLS / UNIVERSITIES ... OF INTEREST
NAME TELEPHONE WEBSITE




you've got to do
all the things









C T B E R
s M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
It starts
and ends with









HEALTHY LIVING: Get into fitness! Physical activity is linked to better physical,
mental, and social health. Make it a priority and set some monthly goals for your
overall wellbeing.
"7k> value oflife lies not in
the length ofdays, hut in
the use we make ofthem.
"
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
10 12
16 17 18 19





V E M B E R
S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21























•_ . FITNESS—-v GOALS:
HEALTHY LIVING: An exercise rule of thumb for the sports-minded: get into shape "It's not enough to begood
to play sports, but don't play sports to get into shape. Starting a sport when ifyou have the ability to
you're not really in shape can lead to injury. be better."
















S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26















of us. It's living
within the
system, not as if







HEALTHY LIVING: If you're exercising for maximum fitness benefits, try to maintain
60-90% of your maximum heart rate throughout. Your maximum heart rate is
approximately 220 minus your age (e.g., 220-1 7=203).
"///bad to live my life




WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
VETERANS' DAY (US)
REMEMBRANCE DAY (Can) 1/
13 14
18 19 20 21
25 26 THANKSGIVING DAY (US) 27 28
O FranklinCovey.
M 19 9 8
MONTHLY GOALS/LONG-RANGE PLANNING
1 A N U A R Y
s T W T F s
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23

























HEALTHY LIVING: Be sure to exercise regularly. Thirty minutes a day, three to four "Work is eitherfun or
days per week is generally recommended. Exercising occasionally, such as once drudgery. It depends on
a week, may even be harmful to you if you're not in proper physical shape. your attitude. Ilikefun.
'
COLLEEN C BARRETT
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
10 I?
16 17 18 19
23 Ik 25






S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20










bark, and the yew













•_ . FITNESS—-^ GOALS:
HEALTHY LIVING: The most neglected facet of physical fitness is stretching.
Make sure you put this into your workout. Being flexible increases your power
and coordination, and decreases the chances of injury.
"Slaying the dragon of







13 Id 15 16
20 21 22 23






S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27























HEALTHY LIVING: Trying to lose weight? Do not starve yourself! First, it doesn't
work (because your metabolism slows and you use less energy) and second, it's
extremely dangerous. Rather, cut back on fats and exercise regularly.
"Our deeds determine us,
as much as we determine
our deeds."
GEORGE ELIOT
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
10 12 13
17 18 19 20





S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24





man is an island."
Today, he might















HEALTHY LIVING: There's a Spanish proverb: what may be done at any time will be "When you cease to make
done at no time. So plan your exercise! Schedule it in, three to four times a week, a contribution, yon begin
and do it. to die."
ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
10 12 13
17 18 19 Z0






S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22




















HEALTHY LIVING: You may not know it, but you can't survive without some fat. "There is nothing so
You need it for your health. Healthy males have about 12-15% body fat, females ridiculous hut some
22-25%. Of course, too much is unhealthy. philosopher has said it."
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
GOOD FRIDAY
10
II. 15 16 17
21 22 23 Ik
28 29 30
O FranklmCovey,




S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26





says a lot about

















HEALTHY LIVING: Have you ever lifted weights? Strength training is good for just
about anyone, male or female. Start slow and lift light weights, getting advice
from an expert. Over time, strength training can increase your endurance and
improve your self esteem.




Security is not the
meaning ofmy life.
Great opportunities
are worth the risks."
SHIRLEY HUFSTEDLER
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
iu
12 13 !<, 15
19 20 21 22





S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
13 |J» 15
Justice for




















HEALTHY LIVING: Not too many people know it, but how much you weigh is not
as important as how fit you are. A few extra pounds are not a significant health







16 17 18 19
23 Ik 25 26
30
























N, 15 16 17
21 22 23 21,
28 29 30 31
12 13 14
18 19 20 21























To control where your money
goes.
To help you work toward short
range and long range goals.
To keep from overspending.
To help you find back those lost'
dollars and cents.
Budget Basics:
Establish financial goals to give
you an incentive.
Keep track of income to give you
a sense of accomplishment.
Keep track of expenses to know
where your money went.
Evaluate your budget to make












S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 101112131415
16 17 1819 20 2122 JTUDY Taking notes? Listen 80% and
%'% 25 26 27 28 29 TIP write 20% of the time.
"The greatest way to live with honor in














Time is a series, or a
succession of events...









S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10111213 14 15
16171819202122 STUDY Quickly review each day's notes :T :
%>% 25 26 27 28 29 Tlp: every evening. P^fl




































S M T W T F S
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10111213 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
% 24/„2526272829
STUDY Ask yourself: What am I doing in
TIP: school? What is my goal here? ItakeEJ
"Doing more things faster is no substitute
for doing the right things." Stephen r. covey
SUNDAY 23 AUGUST.
















M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
5 7 8 9 101112
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 2122 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30
STUDY Schedule a regular study time
TIP: into every weekday. ItakeEj
"I claim to be no more than an average















M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 101112
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 2122 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30
STUDY Set a goal for each subject: A, B,
TIP: or whatever is realistic for you. ItakeEJ
"A sobering thought: what if, at this


























S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 101112
13141516171819
202122 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30
STUDY Writing an essay? Is it
TIP: 1) interesting, 2) correct,
3) clean and neat?
""_ "Give to the world the best you have
I





















Two months ago, he _j














S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 101112
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20212223242526
27 28 29 30
STUDY Keep track: record your grades
TIP: in your Record of Achievement
(at front).
"Things which matter most must never
I
























S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 101112
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27282930
STUDY Test review starts with the
TIP: first class: take good,
organized notes.
"Find out what you like doing best and
I
takeM get someone to pay you for doing it."
KATHERINE WHITEHORN, on careers
SUNDAY 27 SEPTEMBER.
28^





















LETTER A 5 '. = ^












S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 $T"DY Trouble remembering? Put ideas
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
TIP: together to form a logical whole. ItakeH
"Boy, the things I do for England."




















S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11121314151617
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
STUDY For a headstart, quickly
TIP: review yesterday's notes
before each class.
"'

















We have to face
the fact that all of
us are going to die
together or we are
going to learn to
live together and if








S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18192021222324
25 26 27 28 29 30 31
STUDY For essays and essay questions




"Hide not your Talents; they for Use wer<
made. What's a Sundial in the Shade?"
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
SUNDAY Ig OCTOBER.



















IF THE MUSIC PEAKS IN
VOLUME AT THE 35
MINUTE MARK, WHEN
WAS IT HALF AS
79
PRIORITIES/GOALS.
S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25262728293031
STUDY Test yourself after reading. Do
TIP: you know the main concepts? ItakeEJ
"A broken bone can heal, but the













A HOSE BY ANY
OTHER NAME
You may have heard
the Inuit have maoj
for snow. Now









will win a prize.
81
PRIORITIES/GOALS.
S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 STUDY Working through textbooks?
29 30
TIP: Skim first, then read for detail.
SUNDAY NOVEMBER
.""V "Boy, I'm going to - in my own stupid
I
takeM way - save the world today."









Nov. 2, 1922 Pharaoh Tutankhamen's tomb is discovered.
H NO^
5 NO***





















S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6 7
8 91011121314
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30
STUDY Are you a victim of 'test
TIP: terror?' Good preparation
reduces stress.
"The supreme reality of our time is .



















The struggle to save the
global environment is in
one way very much
more difficult than the
struggle to vanquish
Hitler, for this time the
war is with ourselves.
We are the enemy, just





S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15161718192021
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 STUDY Organize a study group
29 30
TIP: to improve your studying
efficiency.
"Never grow a wishbone where your
















Every week, Al and
:
Alice pick up 10
bags of garbage
, from the ravine.
*
there were 27 to
start, how many
weeks wiM it take
to clean up the
87
PRIORITIES/GOALS.
S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22232425262728 STUDY Avoid paper clutter. Organize "I am a passenger on the spaceship

















S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 101112
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31
STUDY In lectures, follow the speaker's
TIP: line of reasoning, then form
your opinion.
"Those who have imagination without
I















s m r W T F s
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9101112
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
202122 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31
STUDY Writing? Latin words perplex
TIP: the bean; Saxon words say
what they mean!
"Genius without Education is like
I
take Y\ Silver in the Mine." benjamin franklin
SUNDAY 6 DECEMBER













mind, as it is
impossible to




S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 101112
13141516171819
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 STUDY For essay questions on a test.
27 28 29 30 31
' T,p: V tn'nk - 2) organize/outline,
3) write.
SUNDAY 13 DECEMBER
"It is no sin to attempt and fail. The
I

















gles so that the
sums of the
numbers on the






S M T JV T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 101112
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20212223242526
27 28 29 30 31
STUDY Analyze returned tests. How
TIP: can you improve next time?
I
takeM
"I hear and I forget. I see and I



















A big part of education
is learning how to
Jeam. For some quick






S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 101112
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
2728293031
STUDY The key to good studying
TIP: is developing an interest
in the subject.
The nation that destroys its soil
















«AI and Alice met
six friends on a field
trip. They wanted to
share a pie, but can
make only three







S M T W T F S
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
% 25 26 27 28 29 30
STUDY Big assignment? Split it into
TIP: easy parts, and do it piece
by piece.
*~~
"We don't know a millionth of one
I














S M T W T F S
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10111213141516
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 STUDY It's your choice: do it well or do
"~
!% 25 26 27 28 29 30 TIP: ittwice- IMH
SUNDAY 10 JANUARY
"Before you wonder 'Am I doing
things right,' ask 'Am I doing the right
things?'" Stephen r covey
11 w>

















Those who dwell, as
scientists or laymen,
among the beauties
and mysteries of the
earth are never alone
or weary of life . .
.
Those who contem-
plate the beauty of the
earth find reserves of
strength that will





S M T W T F S
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
101112 13 14 15 16
17181920212223









"We write our own destiny.We become
what we do." madame chiang kai-shek
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day (US)
18 j^















so she raises free-
range chickens. If
2 1/3 chickens lay
2 1/3 eggs in 2 1/3
days, how many eggs
do 23 chickens lay in
one week?
105
S M T W T F S
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
101112 13 14 15 16





STUDY Start studying tor a test at least
TIP: three days beforehand.
I
takeH





















S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 6 9 101112 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20




Don't lose sight of the ultimate
goal ofyour studies. | take El














S M T W T F
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10111213
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28
STUDY A positive attitude increases the
TIP: chances of a positive outcome. ItakeEJ
"It is only in the giving of oneself to
others that we truly live."
ETHEL PERCY ANDRUS
SUNDAY 7 FEBRUARY















O Franklint '< -u-v.
H PRIORITIES/GOALS.
S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10111213
14151617181920
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28
STUDY Ifyou fail to prepare, prepare
TIP: to fail. | takeH
"There are two ways of meeting difflcul- *
ties. You alter the difficulties or you alter ^





























S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10111213
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21222324252627
28
STUDY Re-read and summarize impor-




"You never saw a fish on the wall with
its mouth shut." sally berger
SUNDAY 21 FEBRUARY
22 3̂











Tina sent 3 sound files
to her Dad,to tell him
hello. She connected
at 15 k/s, but spent
half the time at only
5 k/s. If her files are
101,37,and57kin




S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10111213
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
DBinDiyift/^nnn V
STUDY Prioritize: do your most
TIP: important work first.
I
takem
"After I'm dead I'd rather have people
ask why I have no monument than why


















S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10111213
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 STUDY After taking notes, summarize
28 29 30 31
SUNDAY
TIP them in a few short sentences. ItakeEJ
"I don't know the key to success, but


















It seems to me that
tiying to live with-
outfriends is like
milking a hear to
get creamforyour









S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10111213
1415 1617181920
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31
STUDY Take short breaks between
TIP: study sessions to stay alert
and rested.
"Life is change. Growth is optional.
I
takeM Choose wisely." karen kaiser clark
SUNDAY 1*1 MARCH.
15 M^









^ Two girls ^
Xf played tennis •>•









S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10111213
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21222324252627
28 29 30 31
STUDY Learn to read better and faster




"All right, I will learn to read, but when
I have, I never, never shall."
author DAVID GARNETT at age four
SUNDAY 21 MARCH.
22 MKtf*
















right, but he's not sure
aboufmonop."
How many combina-




S M T W T F S
12 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10111213
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28293031
STUDY Listen actively: search for the
TIP: meaning. Ask questions.
I
takeM
"We are not interested in the
possibilities of defeat."
QUEEN VICTORIA, on challenges.
SUNDAY 28 MARCH-
29 m^
























S M T W T F S
1 2 3
7 8 910
14 15 16 17




18 19 20 STUDY Math trouble? First understand
TIP: the principle, then work
through examples.




a passenger in life."






















S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11121314151617
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 STUDY In the test room, be calm,
TIP: breathe deep, relax, and do
your best.
--„-
"What you have become is the price you
25 26 27 28 29 30 I
TAKE
H






















has to go back, really
back - to have a
sense, an under-
standing of all that's
gone to make them -




S M T W T F S
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18192021222324
25 26 27 28 29 30
STUDY Whether you 're making a
TIP: speech or an essay, save the
best for last.
"The two hardest things to handle in life
I take Y\ are failure and success." anonymous
SUNDAY 18 APRIL.
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STUDY It's not how smart you are. It's
TIP: how smart you study.
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:« to be eligible
V_ for prizes.
PRIORITIES/GOALS.
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STUDY When we read too fast or too
TIP: slowly, we understand nothing.
PASCAL
"Millions long for immortality who don't
I
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STUDY Is your essay boring? Inject




| TAKE Y\ FLORYNCE KENNEDY
SUNDAY 9 MAy -
Mother's Day
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beauty of living, a
support in misfor-
tune, an education, or
future security. It also
can be translated
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SUNDAY 16 MAY.
STUDY Remember new facts by
TIP: fitting them in with ones
you already know.
— "Did thee ever one single time have thy
I take FI Bank book balance and thy own check
book balance agree exactly?"
HANNAH WHITALL, letter to her sister, 1885.
17 MKH
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SUNDAY 23 MAY-
STUDY Use your own shorthand
TIP: to make note-taking easier
and faster.
HakeH
"The difference between genius and






















Erica gets a penny
every time someone
visits her website. If 5
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STUDY In your study period, first work




"If thine enemy wrong thee, buy each of
his children a drum." Chinese proverb
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STUDY When reading for comprehen-
TIP: sion, seek general concepts,
not every detail.
'
"I have never seen a greater monster oi
I
take Y\ miracle than myself." montaigne
SUNDAY JUNE-






We will not be
satisfied until justice
rolls down like water
and righteousness
like a mighty stream.
Injustice anywhere is
a threat to justice
everywhere.
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STUDY In the left margin ofyour notes,
TIP: write a clear outline. This will
help you study better.
"The unexamined life is not worth
I
take y\ living." socrates
SUNDAY 13 JUNE.








A MAN IS CONVIOED





15 YEARS IN HARD
LABOR. IF HE LIES,
HE WILL SPEND 15
YEARS IN SOLITARY
CONFINEMENT.
WHAT IS THE ONE
THING HE CAN SAY
THAT WILL SEND
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STUDY Attitude matters more than
TIP: aptitude. Itakeej
"You kin tame a wild-cat and ... a panther
...You kin tame arything, son, excusin'the
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Class schedule
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